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1

Overview

FoxTrader.Finvasia is a comprehensive trading platform that meets the needs of today’s
elite investors / dealers. FoxTrader.Finvasia is enriched real-time market data, charting and
various other sophisticated features which provide user a better trading experience. It
allows to trade in NSE Cash, Futures & Options and Currency markets.

2

Login Screen

User can login to the system by using a user name and password which should be minimum
8-12 characters in length, containing alphabets and number. Along with this 2-factor
authentication (2FA) is required as an additional security mandated by SEBI. First time you
login, it will ask to reset the password. Thereafter you will be asked to answer 5 questions
amongst a random set of questions. Once you set that, every time you login, you will be
asked to answer 2 of these 5 questions randomly, failing which you will not be able to login.
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3

Order Management

Order Management functionality provides complete order management facility to the user.
User can place, modify, cancel and view the status of the order in the exchange. A unique
order number is generated and displayed to the user for every order.
The various functionalities are described in detail as below

3.1 Order Entry / Modification / Cancellation
When an order is entered, it is sent to risk management system for validation of the limits.
Post successful validation the order is stamped with internal order no. and then it is sent to
the exchange. When the order confirmation is received back from the exchange it is sent
back to the user.
Risk management validation is also performed for every modification of order. Also user has
the facility to cancel the outstanding order any time before the order gets traded at
the exchange.
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3.2 Manual Order Entry from Charts
User can now trade directly from charts. User can place the order using ‘F1’, ‘F2’, ‘+’ or ‘-’
key on keyboard. The order window that popups takes the exchange, scrip, default Order
Type, Qty, Validity, Product, etc. automatically. There are other fields also which are greyed
out as per exchange mandate. There are 3 buttons at the bottom as ‘L’ - LTP, ‘B’ - Bid and
‘O’ – Offer which the user can select to trade at that Limit Price. It will remain disabled in
case of Market and Stop-Market Order type.
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‘Plan’ button will take this order into ‘Planned order window’, where user can choose to
send it to exchange at his convenience.
‘Reset’ button will reset all edited fields. It will bring back this order window with all
prefilled defaults.
User can place ‘Buy’ and ‘Sell’ tool on chart to place order at specific price point to trade.
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3.3 Manual Order Entry from Planned Order Book
Signals that are generated from Scanners / Chart for a contract will come here in planned
order book with all required fields prefilled as specified in the trading system. User has to
simply click on ‘Do’ button to place the order in exchange, thereafter the RMS will take care
of the order.

3.4 Types of Orders supported
User can place various types of orders like
 Limit orders

A limit order is an order to buy or sell a contract at a specified price. When you are buying,
you instruct your broker not to go higher than the specified price. And when you are selling
you instruct your broker not to sell below your specified price. The advantage of placing a
limit order is that you can place buy/sell order at the desired price. However there is a
chance that your order may not get filled.
 Market orders

A market order is an order to buy or sell a contract at market prices. The price is not
specified at the time of placing the order. The buy market order gets executed at the price
at which the seller is ready to sell and the sell market order gets executed at the price at
which the buyer is ready to buy. The advantage of the Market Order is that the order will
definitely be executed all the prevailing market rate, however the trader might end
up paying slightly more or selling at slightly lower price.
 Stop loss orders

A stop loss order is buy/sell order placed by you to limit the losses when you fear that the
prices will start moving against you. So for example, if you have bought a stock at Rs 100
and you want to limit the loss at 95, you can place an order in the system to sell the stock as
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soon as the stock comes to 95. Such an order is called as a Stop Loss, as you are placing it to
stop a loss which could be more than what you are ready to risk. The stop loss orders placed
can be limit or market orders as follows:a) Stop Loss Limit – A stop loss Limit order, the trigger price and the limit price has be
to specified.Your trigger price should be below the limit price (for buying stop loss) and
above
the limit price (for selling stop loss), otherwise the stop loss will get triggered
immediately.
b) Stop Loss Market - In a stop loss market order only the trigger price has to be
specified. Once the trigger price is hit, the order becomes a market order and it will be
executed. Stop
Loss market orders will always be filled and will definitely be executed.

Also user can choose the validity of the order as
 DAY
A Day order, as the name suggests, is an order which is valid for the day on which it
is entered. If the order is not matched during the day, the order gets cancelled
automatically at the end of the trading day.
 IOC
IOC - An Immediate or Cancel (IOC) order allows a Trading Member to buy or sell a
security as soon as the order is released into the market, failing which the order will
be removed from the market. Partial match is possible for the order, and the
unmatched portion of the order is cancelled immediately.
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User can send order with different Product Type :
 MIS (Margin Intraday Squareoff
Use MIS for Intraday Trading. All MIS positions are auto squared off before 10 – 15
mins to market closing. Using MIS, you will get Intraday Leverage (between 3 to 10
times) based on contract you are trading. MIS Type can be converted to NRML type
order.
 NRML (Normal Order)
If you don’t want any excess leverage, use the product type NRML and you would
not have to worry about auto square offs. NRML Type can be converted to MIS type
order.
 CO (Cover Order)
A Cover Order is a market order that is placed along with a Stop Loss Order. In a
Cover Order the buy/sell order is always a Market Order that is accompanied with a
compulsory Stop Loss order, in a specified range as pre-defined by the system that
cannot be cancelled. As there is a compulsory Stop Loss Order the risk automatically
reduces because of which the margin requirement also automatically reduces
thereby giving more leverage to client for intra-day trading.
Once the CO order is placed completed market order and pending stop loss will be
shown in order book (F3). You can verify that it as cover order as product type will
be CO for the same. Stop Loss can be modified from the order book by using modify
from bottom of the window in the prescribed range only.
Please Note :
1. Cover Order is purely a market order with a mandatory stop loss within a predefined trigger range that reduces risk.
2. Margin utilized in cover order will be approx 20% of overall margin in NSE
thereby giving more leverage for intraday trading. You will be getting up to 5
times leverage in NSE
3. Position cannot be executed partially and to book profit pending stop loss has to
be Exit at market price from order book (F3)
4. Cover Order cannot be converted to NRML i.e same cannot be carried to next
trading as it is purely an intraday trade.
5. All cover orders (CO) will be automatically squared off before 10 – 15 mins to
market closing and hence this is a good tool for Intraday traders only.
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3.5 Books
3.5.1 Orders Book
Outstanding order book displays the order which has been sent to exchange but not yet
executed. Outstanding order book will also display the traded quantity and the quantity
which is still pending at the exchange.
From Order book the user will have the facility to modify or cancel the respective orders.

3.5.2 Trades Book
Trade Book will display all orders which are traded at the exchange. User can filter on any
column to view the trade book as per his convenience.
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3.5.3 Positions
In position book user will be able to see the net position for the various trades executed by
him. Position book will also display the market to market profit or loss and realized profit or
loss for the various securities traded by user.
From Position book user can achieve the following facility…
 Square Off an open position at Limit, Market, Stop Limit or Stop Market.
 Square Off open positions at Market Price
 Convert Position from MIS to NRML or vice-versa
 Reverse Order -> Sqaure Off Buy position and place Sell order of same quantity and
vice-versa

3.5.4 Open Orders
Open Orders will show the outstanding orders which are pending on the exchange for
execution. User can modify or cancel the order doing a right click on the respective order.

3.5.5 Open Positions
Open Positions will show only the positions which are yet to be squared off. User can place
following request from right click to an order.
 Square Off an open position at Limit, Market, Stop Limit or Stop Market.
 Square Off open positions at Market Price
 Reverse Order -> Sqaure Off Buy position and place Sell order of same quantity and
vice-versa
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3.5.6 Positions Target and Stop Loss
Position Target and Stop Loss window allows the user to put Target and Stop loss for the
position which is open.

3.5.7 Trade Matching
All individual contract trades are matched on FIFO basis and it shows the Profit Loss for no.
of matched and unmatched quantity.
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3.5.8 Planned Order Book
Planned order book allow users to create a set of orders that can be sent to exchange for
execution together as a batch. User can save planned orders as a file and use it for future
reference. It is a very useful window which is majorly used for semi-automatic trading.
Signals confirming from charts / scanners come in this window and the user has to click on
‘Do’ button to push that order in exchange. Thereafter the normal process of trading
continues.

3.5.9 Expired Planned Order Book
Expired Planned order book contain the orders which are not acted upon from Planned
order book for a specified time period.

4

Limits and Holdings

4.1 Limits
Limit view will display the total fund limit which is available to the user for taking the
position. This limit is displayed based on the limits as provided by the back office.
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4.2 Holdings
Holding window displays all the securities that is being open in the market.

5

Market Information

5.1 Market Watch
Market watch screen will display the current market price of the security. The user will have
the facility to add security of his choice in the market watch screen. Market watch screen
will also display the touchline information as below
ScripNo
DataTime
ScripName
Pcnt Chg
LastRate
BidRate
BidQty
OfferRate
OfferQty
OpenInt
TOver Cr
TotalQty
OI Chg
LastQty
OpenRate
HighRate
LowRate
Symbol
Exch
Series
StrikePrice
MLot
ExpDate
OptionType
ExchTokenNo
Days2Exp
Buy Sell
PCloseRate
TotalValue
NetPosition
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5.2 Tick Watch
Tick Watch displays all trades satisfying user defined criteria of TradeQty and TradeValue.
Some additional filter of Previous Close Price in range and Total Turnover can also be
included. Graph view of all satisfied ticks are presented graphically in the 2 nd section.

5.3 Event Watch
Event watch is a window which filters contracts based on following predefined Bullish,
Bearish and Activity events as under. It looks at tick level for all contracts selected as a
group in this watch.
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5.4 Pivot Watch
Pivot Watch displays calculated pivot levels of different securities in selected group.
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5.5 Market Summary
Market Summary displays the summarized records of securities in categories such as Price
Gainer, Price Looser, OI Value Gainer and Looser in derivatives market and Value Gainer and
loosers.
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5.6 Volume Profile
Volume profile shows the days candle along with its price scale on the left. The green and
red bar denotes the buy and sell volume built up at that particular price. It is also called
price Vs. volume figures.

5.7 Time Profile
Time profile has the selected contract’s price scale on the left and based on time period
selected, it specifies the alphabets sequentially for that time interval.
Alphabets appearing across the price scale denotes that at the time interval, the contract
was trading in that range, similar representation can be drawn for
other alphabets placed. The dark red bar denotes the highest volume built up at that price
range.
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5.8 Market Profile
Market profile is very similar to Volume profile, except that is shows the same data for past
days also. User can also select the date range from when till what
date the price Vs. volume information should be presented.
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5.9 Option Chain
Option chain displays the Call and Put values together for selected security in 1 window.

5.10 Charts
Charting functionality provides the various intra-day / Historical charts. The charts can be
plotted for various intervals i.e. 15 seconds, 15 minutes, 1 hour and All i.e. from start till the
current time point.
Volume information is also provided along with the charts. User can add any technical
indicator from available 500 + studies. One can plot signals on chart and run strategy
analysis to check how signals
have performed on historical intraday / EOD charts. Strategy Fine tuning can also be done
on indicator parameters to find out which input works better on historical data.
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5.11 Group Scan
Group Scan is a very useful tool, which is used to scan desired filters on a group of
contracts. User has a choice to send scan signals as an order in planned
order window. Buy / sell order window can be invoked from Scan window for the
highlighted contract.
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5.12 Market Movers
This functionality displays the top gainers or losers in equity and derivatives segment. User
has the flexibility to select Gainers / Losers from different filters available such as Price,
Volume, OI & Momentum. Additional filers of Only Buyers / Sellers is available to filter
circuit stocks. Records can be displayed graphically or in tabular form as below.
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5.13 Indices Watch
Indices screen provides the details of various indices as provided by the exchange.

5.14 View Period-wise data of a scrip
User can view period wise data of selected security in tabular format.
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5.15 Stock Details
Stock Details provides relevant information related to a given stock. User can open the chart
of desired security and right click on it for all data related information. User can also make
use of market watch to see this information.
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6

Others

6.1 Get Quote
Get quote will display the current market price of a selected symbol on a particular
exchange or across exchanges.

6.2 Option Calculator
Option Calculator helps user to calculate all Greek values of selected option contract.
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6.3 Price Alerts
User can set price alerts on different securities as desired.

6.4 Risk Profiles
Risk profile is a place where user can set his stop and target levels.
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6.5 Application Messages
User can view all session, Order trade confirmation, cancellation, modification and rejection
related messages in this window.

6.6 Menu and Connection Bar
Menu bar is organized in following manner as in the picture below. Here User can also
access the connection bar to obtain live prices of subscribed exchange feeds.
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6.7 Password Change
Password functionality provides the user facility to change the login password. The
following needs to be adhered which changing the password:
 The password has to be alphanumeric.
 Password should be of minimum 6 characters.
 The password will expire after every 14 days and the user will have to compulsory
change password after the expiry of the period.

--End of Document--
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